Appendix G – Alternative Maps

The Forest Service uses the most current and complete data available. Geographical Information Systems (GIS) data and product accuracy may vary. Sources may be of differing accuracy, accurate only at certain scales, based on modeling or interpretation, incomplete while being created or revised, etc. Using GIS products for purposes other than those for which they were created may yield inaccurate or misleading results. The Forest Service reserves the right to correct, update, modify or replace GIS products without notification. For more information contact: Helena National Forest, 2880 Skyway Drive, Helena, Montana 59602 or call 406-449-5201

Overall Roads and Trails – Large Maps
Maps G-1, G-2, G-3 and G-4 are in a map sleeve on the inside back cover of this document, Volume 2

G-1 – Alternative 1 – existing condition (large map of all roads and trails)

G-2 – Alternative 2 – proposed changes to existing condition (large map showing where changes would be made to the existing condition)

G-3 – Alternative 3 - proposed changes to existing condition (large map showing where changes would be made to the existing condition)

G-4 – Alternative 4 - proposed changes to existing condition (large map showing where changes would be made to the existing condition)

Trails of Interest by Alternative (CDNST, Helmville-Gould and Stonewall)
G-5 – Alternative 1 – Trails of interest

G-6 – Alternative 2 – Proposed changes to trails of interest

G-7 – Alternative 3 – Proposed changes to trails of interest

G-8 – Alternative 4 – Proposed changes to trails of interest

Sections of the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail
G-9 – Proposed activities for Scapegoat Wilderness to Rogers Pass by alternative

G-10 – Proposed activities Rogers Pass to Flesher Pass by alternative

G-11 – Proposed activities Flesher Pass to Stemple Pass by alternative

G-12 – Proposed activities Stemple Pass to the planning area boundary by alternative

Stonewall Mountain Trail
G-13 – Proposed activities for the Stonewall Mountain Trail by alternative

Helmville Gould Trail
G-14 – Proposed activities for the Helmville Gould Trail by alternative
Motorized Trails
G-15 – Alternative 1 – Existing motorized trails
G-16 – Alternative 2 – Proposed changes to motorized trails
G-17 – Alternative 3 – Proposed changes to motorized trails
G-18 – Alternative 4 – Proposed changes to motorized trails

Non-Motorized Trails
G-19 – Alternative 1 – Existing non-motorized trails
G-20 – Alternative 2 – Proposed changes to non-motorized trails
G-21 – Alternative 3 – Proposed changes to non-motorized trails
G-22 – Alternative 4 – Proposed changes to non-motorized trails

Mountain Bike Routes
G-23 – Alternative 2 – Proposed mountain bike routes
G-24 – Alternative 3 – Proposed mountain bike routes
G-25 – Alternative 4 – Proposed mountain bike routes
Trails of Interest by Alternative

Map G-5. Trails of interest – Alternative 1-existing condition (no change)
Map G-6. Trails of interest – Alternative 2
Map G- 7. Trails of interest – Alternative 3
Map G-8. Trails of interest – Alternative 4
Sections of the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail

Map G- 9. CDNST Proposed activities for Scapegoat Wilderness to Rogers Pass by alternative
Map G-10. CDNST Proposed activities for Rogers Pass to Flesher Pass by alternative
Map G-11. CDNST Proposed activities for Flesher Pass to Stemple Pass by alternative
Map G-12. CDNST Proposed activities for Stemple Pass to planning area boundary by alternative
The Stonewall Mountain Trail by Alternative

Map G-13. Proposed activities for the Stonewall Mountain Trail by alternative
The Helmville Gould Trail by Alternative

Map G-14. Proposed activities for the Helmville Gould Trail by alternative
Motorized Trails by Alternative

Map G-15. Motorized trails – Alternative 1-existing condition
Map G-16. Motorized trails – Alternative 2
Map G- 17. Motorized trails – Alternative 3
Map G-18. Motorized trails – Alternative 4
Non-Motorized Trails by Alternative

Map G-19. Non-motorized trails – Alternative 1-existing condition
Map G-20. Non-motorized trails – Alternative 2
Map G-21. Non-motorized trails – Alternative 3
Map G-22. Non-motorized trails – Alternative 4
Proposed Mountain Bike Routes by Action Alternative

Map G-23. Proposed mountain bike routes – Alternative 2
Map G- 24. Proposed mountain bike routes – Alternative 3
Map G-25. Proposed mountain bike routes – Alternative 4
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